OUT THERE EPISODE SYNOPSES
601 Nuts for Research
When the Out There crew moves into a new office and
Melissa’s research system is thrown into chaos will her
questions be packed with nutty goodness or just nuts?

Kristen Stewart, Ewan McGregor, Sean Penn, Joshua
Jackson, Karl Urban

Having a snack with Joshua Jackson

602 Melvin the Plank
After an embarrassing photo Melissa gets a new Out There
microphone but will a mortifying mistake force her to go bareback?

Ryan Quentin Tarantino, Ewan McGregor, Liv Tyler, Zach
Galifianakis, Colin Farrell, James Caan
Melissa gets ready for an interview

603 Rock Paper Scissors
Melissa is a master debater when it comes to arguing for what clips she wants include in the
show, but when the Out There crew start using a new tool to make decisions will Melissa be
stuck between a rock and a hard place?

Kevin James, Michael Cera, Jeremy Piven, Rick Campanelli, John Roberts, Kyra Phillips

604 Crimes of Fashion
Melissa's sent to France, the capital of chic, to cover
the Cannes Film Festival, the crème of all red carpets.
But once she arrives, Melissa gets charged with fashion
crimes.

Johnny Depp, Angelia Jolie, Max Ryan, Ed Norton
Melissa with the always entertaining Jeremy Piven
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605 The French Job
When Melissa and Flip are sent to Cannes, they find that
you can’t interview people on the red carpet. They launch
a plan to get those star soundbites using a camera, a fan,
and a hole.

Kate Beckinsale, Benicio del Toro, Shia LaBeouf, Oliver
Stone, Josh Brolin, Michael Douglas, Carey Mulligan

Working hard on the Red Carpet in Cannes

606 The French Connection
At the Cannes Film Festival Melissa is under pressure from the network to get interviews but
when the starts won't or can't talk at official events, while attending some of the glamorous
parties, Melissa finds that after hours is when the stars want to talk.

Jean-Claude Van Damme, Michelle Williams, Jennifer Hudson, Terrence Howard

607 Never Been KISSed
Rock Stars drive most people to distraction, but
Melissa's a pro who can handle the star power. Or can
she? Will Melissa retain her composure of fall victim to
the infamous Gene Simmons Effect?

Gene Simmons, Paul Stanley, KISS
Gene Simmons says “Hi” to Melissa

608 Leave it to Bieber
Melissa gets a crash course in textuality when her team
starts a social media campaign leading up to her Justin
Bieber interview. Will she ace the art of the tweet or just
act like a twit?

Justin Bieber, Ryan Reynolds, Drake

Barton gives Melissa some advice
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609 Melissa Shoots Herself
When Melissa's cameraman cuts & runs, she scrambles for another shooter. With family &
strangers filling in, can she keep rollin' or is she going to shoot herself?

Robert De Niro, Milla Jovovich, Natalie Portman, Minnie Driver, Aaron Poole

610 Vlog 4: Home Alone
It’s not child’s play when Melissa tries answering fan questions in a
video log while babysitting her friend’s kids. Is she about to fall
victim to the tiniest menaces of all?

Mark Wahlberg, Russell Peters, Triple H, Amanda Seyfried
Melissa gets up close with Jim Sturgess

611 Fish Out of Water
When a sleep-deprived Melissa decides to take a
vacation in the country to get some rest will she
cuddle up with nature or take out a restraining
order?

Joaquin Phoenix, Mark Ruffalo, Mira Sorvino,
Jennifer Connelly

Learning to fish like a pro

612 Party Like It’s 1989
When an old high school flame turned rock star wants to get back in touch with Melissa, are
the flames of passion going to be reignited or is she about to get burned?

Slash, Platinum Blonde, J.D. Fortune, Donnie Wahlberg

613 The Meaning of Life Too
Melissa discovers the meaning of life with words of wisdom from
Angelina Jolie, being cheesy with Michael Sheen, shedding a tear
over Harry Potter's lost youth and having a snack with Pepe Le
Pew.

Daniel Radcliffe, Michael Sheen, Bill Nighy, Pepe LePew, Angelina
Jolie
On the Red Carpet with the handsome Ryan Reynolds
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615 Desperately Seeking DeNiro
When Melissa’s up for a star on the Italian Walk of
Fame, a missed interview with Italian-American acting
icon Robert DeNiro at the Tribeca Film Festival could
ruin her chances.

 Ozzy Osbourne, Kelly Osbourne, Hilary Swank,
Mira Sorvino, Dennis Farina
Melissa is on the hunt for Robert DeNiro

615 Gift Me Baby One More Time
After getting bad advice from the cast of Twilight, Melissa
gives a terrible gift at a co-worker’s baby shower,
embarrassing herself in front of the whole crew. Melissa then
seeks redemption with the perfect gift for music legend (and
new parent), Sir Elton John.



Sir Elton John, Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson, Taylor
Lautner, Ashley Greene, Selma Blair, Angelina Jolie
Melissa botches a baby shower

616 Girls Gone Wilder
When a case of mistaken identity with her salacious cousin means Melissa misses an Adam Sandler
interview, her network changes her last name. Can a Wilder surname help Melissa surpass this family
feud?

Adam Sandler, Ewan McGregor, Russell Peters, & Sir Michael Caine

617 Liar Liar Panties on Fire
When Melissa gets caught up in a little white lie, it
snowballs into a blizzard of deceit. Will movie
mobster James Caan straighten her out before she
finds herself sleeping with the fishes?

 Ricky Gervais, James Caan, Michael Sheen
Melissa 's lies get her in over her head
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618 Puffing the Glucose Dragon
Give Melissa sweets and she’ll bounce off the walls. So
when Michael Sheen seduces Melissa with chocolate,
will she ride the sugar high? Or will she crash and burn
before an interview with her journalist idol, Diane
Sawyer?

 Mark Ruffalo, John Turturro, Michael Sheen
Melissa gets a sugar fix with Michael Sheen

619 The Sisterhood of the Travelling Panties
Superstition spins into desperation when Melissa loses her lucky panties before Oprah Winfrey comes
to town. Will Melissa enchant Oprah with her magical underwear? Or is the only “O” she’s going to
get a big fat zero? Oprah Winfrey, Brad Pitt

620 Shirts Off For Charity
After Matt Damon takes her on a guilt-trip, Melissa
decides to give more back to charity. Will the spirit of
giving have Melissa come out on top, or without a top
at all?  Russell Crowe, Cheech & Chong, Kathy
Griffin, Paul Haggis, Matt Damon

Melissa feels the breeze for a good cause

621 Journalism 301: The Power
of Access

Melissa gives viewers the inside scoop on entertainment journalism. Featuring a cat in a hat, a bearded
man in a bed, a hottie in a sash, and a bouncer who doesn’t know her name.

Chris Evans, Bryce Dallas Howard, Wes Bentley, LL Cool J

622 Superhero or Super Zero?
At San Diego Comic-Con, a celebration of everything pop
culture, Melissa can’t fit in with the super-fans or the
superheroes. After seeking the advice of Ron Perlman
and Adam West, will she conquer the Con or stay a
super zero?
Melissa gets comical at Comic-Con

Adam West, Ron Perlman, Mark Hamill, Rainn Wilson
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623 Superhero Virgin
No more work! At Comic-Con, Melissa becomes Assilem, a superhero with the power to make things
fun. With all these good times, can Melissa still be a reporter? Or is Assilem her career's Kryptonite?

Will Ferrell, Eva Mendes, Seth Rogen, Chuck Rozanski, Morgan Spurlock, Mark Wahlberg

624 The Adventures of Assilem
At Comic-Con, Melissa’s new alter ego, Assilem, has
turned the workaholic into a party addict. Will the fun
last or is Melissa about to discover being a good-time girl
can really be bad?

Kate Beckinsale, George Clooney, Rob Corddry, Daniel
Radcliffe, Ryan Reynolds, Kevin Smith
Melissa's alter ego gets down to business

625 VLOG 5: Made in China
It’s the trip of a lifetime! Melissa takes viewers on a
journey around the world in 30 minutes,
encountering the General Lee, Jennifer Hudson and a
few animals with an appetite for entertainment
reporters.

Colin Firth, Jessica Simpson, Jennifer Hudson
Melissa's bird-brained animal encounter

626 The Meaning of Life 3DD
Melissa searches for the meaning of life in Hollywood's
unlikeliest corners, including the mouth of the beast with
the longest tongue in the world...

Ryan Gosling, Ryan Reynolds, Gene Simmons

Gene Simmons introduces Melissa to his legendary tongue
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501 Sister of the Bride
With her sister’s wedding days away, Melissa balances big interviews with an even bigger
dilemma; How can she get her sister’s favorite star, Brad Pitt, to be a part of the wedding?

Clive Owen, George Wallace, Brad Pitt

502 Middle Truth
When Melissa’s date declines to tell her that she has lettuce
in her teeth, celebrity guest Zach Braff has no problem
letting her know; sending the entertainment journalist on a
mission for truth, and a tooth pick.
Talking to Brad Pitt

Ryan Phillipe, Zach Braff, Halle Berry

503 Every You I Know
Being an actor, a producer, and entertainment journalist can be
difficult to juggle all at once; but when Melissa’s intern Flip decides
to document it all for a school project, it’s even more of a
challenge to explain why he called it Melissa Jugs.

Halle Berry, Steve Smith, Giovanni Ribisi
Flip helping Melissa out

504 Melissa Marks the Month
Melissa is asked to be in a celebrity charity calendar, but
bad holiday memories spark her to shoot for a different
kind of photo spread. Meanwhile the guys in the office
have an agenda of their own.

Jude Law, Cameron Diaz, Nicholas Cage

Easter egg anyone?
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505 The Only Life I Know
The Life of Melissa, an entertainment journalist, isn't as easy as it looks! Can she chase that big
interview with the help of an oddball crew, all while trying to balance a love life and her sanity?

Brad Pitt, Howie Mandel, Jamie Kennedy, Zach Braff, Matthew McConaughey

506 Mexico Fiesta Siesta
When the network decides to do a special on Mexico,
Melissa is sent to get the local "flavour" while the team
is left in charge back at the office. Will the special be a
fiesta or a siesta?

Antonio Banderas, Mel Gibson, Salma Hayek, Gael
Bernal Garcia

Melissa meets her Mexican cameraman.

507 I Held the Nuts

Out There's editor Jeff wins a seat in a million dollar poker tournament and turns to Melissa for
acting tips when he's over his head and looking for the nuts. Can Melissa find them?

Ashton Kutcher, Kevin Spacey, Burt Reynolds, The Ten Tenors

508 Poker Panties
While covering a million dollar poker tournament
Melissa's acting edge helps her editor and professional
poker players stay on top of their game while wearing
her bottoms.

Ray Romano, Tobey Maguire, Mark Ruffalo, Ethan
Hawke, Daniel Negreanu

Poker panties anyone?

509 It’s All In The Strut
Melissa's private getaway gets away from her when the male crew kicks her out of her private
room. Jodie Foster's words of wisdom help Melissa cope.

Jodie Foster, Terrence Howard, Keira Knightley

510 Purrrfect Chemistry
Melissa has chemistry with her guests but when the network's latest contest sends her to Nova
Scotia to meet the winner will the mixture result in a love potion or a stink bomb?

Gil Bellows, Pepe Le Pew, Rachel Leigh Cook, Bubbles
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511 The Drag SWAG Bag
While Melissa makes her celebrity guests feel
welcome during interviews, Field Producer
Warren thinks the gift bags are a drag.

Maggie Grace, Wes Bentley, Guy Pearce
Kristin Booth digs into her gift bag.

512 Trendsucking

Melissa and the crew steal freebies from the hotel to start the next big thing in trendables. Will
it take off?

Cate Blanchett, John Leguizamo, Lisa Ray, Kristin Booth, Paul Sorvino

513 Vlog You Later
When Melissa answers her fan questions via video blog, it involves role playing in a French Maid
outfit, an Elvis wedding, and a star in her stilettos.

Nicolas Cage, Billy Talent, Danny Aiello

514 Get Ritchie or Die Tryin’
After Melissa fails to get Guy Ritchie at a red carpet, she gets
a second chance. Can she get him this time?

Madonna, Guy Ritchie, Jeremy Piven, Ludacris, Gerard Butler
Melissa tries to catch Madonna and Guy
Ritchie on a Red Carpet.

515 Reunited and It Feels So Good?
When Melissa’s invited to her high school reunion, should she go? Advice from Ace Frehley and
Cheech & Chong help her decide.

Samuel L. Jackson, Adrien Brody, Rachel Weisz, Mark Ruffalo, Ace Frehley, Cheech & Chong
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516 The Flipside
When Flip the Intern screws up again his punishment is to be Melissa's assistant. Who's
punishing who?

Colin Farrell, Bruce Greenwood, Michael Douglas

517 Vlog 2: Electric Boogaloo
Melissa answers the fans questions in her Video Log. She's
smokin' some Aces in Vegas, wearing a fluffy tail, sporting
sideburns, and beatboxing like a pro while her goldfish plays
dead.

Tommy Lee Jones, Jeremy Piven, Wolverine
Melissa’s new ‘do or should we say don’t!

518 Sexless In The City
After the Sex and the City Movie premiere, Melissa goes on a blind date where she is haunted
by the bad dates of her past. With advice from Kim Cattrall, will Melissa finally meet her Mr.
Big?

Kim Cattrall, Kevin James, Jeff Goldblum and Anne Hathaway

519 Live To Air
The network is convinced that going live to air will
help Melissa get the big interviews but can the lowbudget, rag-tag Out There team pull it off?

Colin Farrell, Ewan McGregor, Penelope Cruz and
George Clooney

520 Viva Italia

Clooney the life guru?

Melissa worries she’s losing her Italian roots and searches for them with help from – George
Clooney?

George Clooney, Paul Sorvino, Jill Hennessy and Giancarlo Giannini

521 I Am Cheese
While Melissa is offered a chance to act in a national
commercial, a mouse invades the Out There offices.
Can Melissa focus on her interview and learning her
lines all while there’s a mouse in the house?

Michael Caine, Michael Sheen and Bill Nighy
Melissa tries not to be too cheesy.
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522 Vlog 3: Vlog with a Vengeance
From sniffing a chicken to sniffing Tim McGraw – Melissa
answers fans’ questions from her Video Log from her not-so-hot
kitchen all while cooking a Julia Child recipe “DiMarco-style”.

Meryl Streep, Tim McGraw, Suzie McNeil and Patrick Dempsey
Melissa tries her hand at cooking.

523 Brad Pitt Day
It’s Brad Pitt day and Melissa is on her way to cover his latest red carpet, friends and family
want their piece of Brad through Melissa.

Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Casey Affleck and Quentin Tarantino

524 London Calling
While in France to promote Out There, Melissa gets the
call to go to London. Will her sightseeing help or hinder
the interviews with Jude Law and Michael Caine?

Jude Law, Neve Campbell, Jane Seymour and Michael
Caine

Melissa looking “sorted” with Jude Law

525 Dickie Bird
Melissa’s covering a film festival in London, England but when she
meets her local cameraman Rupert will she need an English to
English dictionary?

Sam Neill, Laura Linney, Liam Neeson and Gwyneth Paltrow
Melissa talks to actor & gentleman Sam Neill.

526 Entertainment Journalism 201
Melissa lets viewers in on more of her DiMarco rules for Journalism, which involve naked
revenge, sacking Flip and giving away her Panties?!?

Jodie Foster, Kevin Spacey and Terrence Howard
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401 The Trouble with Interns
At the Toronto International Film Festival Melissa has relied on personal misfortune as her
good luck charm for great interviews. But after a budget increase and an army of new
enthusiastic interns, the forecast is looking too good to be true!

Borat, Zach Braff

402 New Office
Now moved in to their new offices, the Out There
team is excited to get back to business with
interviews from Johnny Depp and Will Smith on the
schedule. The only problem is Melissa can’t get
used to having her own space, and the team has to
call in life coach/guest star Doug Gilmore to help get
Melissa back in the game.

Johnny Depp, Will Smith, Doug Gilmore

Flirting with Borat

403 Growing Pains
After Melissa gets two thumbs down from her Nona for killing a
Tomato Plant, she seeks some growing advice from the Trailer
Park Boys and learns the best time to plant a bag of seeds is 4:20.

Antonio Banderas, Trailer Park Boys, Kurt Russell
Running her grow op.

404 Hump Like Rabbits
The right head shot can get an actor the role of a lifetime, but when a candid picture of Melissa
with Adult Film star Ron Jeremy is confused as something else, Melissa is offered a role a bit
more revealing than she was hoping for.

Ron Jeremy, Dustin Hoffman, Will Farrell

405 Flasher In The Pan
Following some hot interviews with Pierce Brosnan and a slew of rock bands, Melissa comes to
think that she might be leaning on her looks for her show; leading her to ask, does she propel
the fascination with beauty, or does the fascination with beauty propel her?

Brad Pitt, Barenaked Ladies, Pierce Brosnan
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406 Ghetto Stilettos
You can walk a mile in someone else’s, but nothing feels better than your own! Shoes…or in
Melissa’s case…ghetto stilettos, have given her the edge to look great and still run down the
red carpet. So what happens to Melissa's abilities when someone takes her happy heels away?

Danny Aiello, Elijah Wood, Robin Williams

407 Deal or No Deal
After Melissa promises the broadcaster an interview
with the hottest game show host in town, she gets
distracted when she rolls into Vegas and is accidentally
thrown into the ‘case girl’ auditions.

Howie Mandel, Jeremy Piven, Common

408 The Fan

Auditioning to be a case girl.

Most of the Out There crew can keep it cool when their
favorite celebrity comes to town; but when Mathew Fox is scheduled for the show, Melissa
realizes she has an superfan in the office and has to do whatever it takes to keep her stalkereditor locked out of the interview!

Leonardo DiCaprio, Matthew Fox, Jude Law, Anthony Minghzella

409 The Competition
When Russell Crowe and The Dixie Chicks hit town; Melissa
is thrown into a territory war on the red carpet. While
trying to beat the competition, she questions her journalistic
code.

Dixie Chicks, Russell Crowe, Lou Gossett Jr., Penelope Cruz
Taking care of business.

410 G-Spot

What’s the key to making Melissa happy? Showing up early and finding her G-spot! That’s the
good spot…as in the best place to catch the hottest celebrities walking the red carpet!
Sometimes it’s a hard place to find, but at the end of the day, it’s all smiles with interviews from
Justin Timberlake and Sharon Stone.

Sharon Stone, Justin Timberlake, Annette Benning
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411 Do I Exist?
Descartes or DiMarco? After a series of camera
recording mishaps, Melissa is left asking herself: if she
doesn’t get herself and her celebrity interviews on
tape, does she really exist?

Renee Zellweger, Adrian Brody, Diane Lane, Ewan
McGregor

Melissa gives tips to the team.

412 The Whole Tooth and Nothin’ But the
Tooth

Melissa gets some cool advice from
‘The Iceman’ Shawn Ashmore

As an entertainment journalist, Melissa is protective of her tool –
Her Mouth. What kind of kryptonite can sway the Mighty Mouth
of Melissa and her super ability to extract the truth from any
celebrity on the red carpet? While hanging with the stars of the
X Men, Melissa is forced to battle her own super villain…a sore
tooth.

Shawn Ashmore, Jude Law, Daniel Cudmore

413 Tooth Part Two
Melissa tries everything from tequila to tree bark to conquer her tooth ache and avoid the
dentist’s chair. Will her efforts be enough and will messing with her mouth mess with her
super ability to extract the truth?

Kevin Spacey, Dakota Fanning, Brandon Routh, Kate Bosworth

414 Highlights
This episode takes a special look at the stars, and at the
lives of celebrities who share the same astrological sign as
entrainment journalist, Melissa DiMarco.

Alot of stars

415 Ladies of My Life

Working from home.

After catching her assistant writing her online blog for her,
technologically challenged Melissa opts to write it herself. After getting the hang of things
there’s just one last thing to do….figure out how to save it!

The Dixie Chicks
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416 Entertainment Journalism 101
Have you ever sat up late pretending your pillow was John Goodman, and asked it why he
doesn’t do more radio? Then this episode is for you! Melissa explains the world of
entertainment in this how to episode. Watch it more than once and you might just end up
asking questions on the red carpet yourself!

Doug Gilmore, Matthew Fox, Borat

417 Studio Sweet Studio
When Melissa is left out in the cold, she gets the greenlight
from the network to build an interview studio. Will Out
There’s home base bring guests or just an empty nest?

Emily Blunt, Viggo Mortensen, Billy Talent, John O’Hurley and
Rich Little
Sir Ben Kingsley proves to Melissa his phone is off.

418 Studio To Be Or Not To Be
The network’s threatening to take the interview studio away (well turn it back to a storage
closet). How far will Melissa and the Out There crew have to go to keep it?

Bill Maher, Geoffrey Rush, Sir Ben Kingsley and Kate

Mara

419 IMTV
When the broadcaster wants to get in on this “interactive
website thing” can the Out There team pull off asking the stars
fan questions live from the internet?

Jeff Goldblum, Cuba Gooding Jr., Susan Sarandon, Kevin

Costner, Alicia Keys, Alison Eastwood, Marcia Gay Harden and
Kevin Bacon
Melissa gets a fan one degree from Kevin Bacon!

420 The Meaning of Life
Melissa discovers the meaning of life with the help of a baby, Megan Fox, foreign tongues, Hugh
Hefner, Mom & Dad, yodeling lesbians and Robert Pattinson!

Jennifer Connelly, Taylor Lautner, Penelope Cruz, Megan Fox, Robert Pattinson and Hugh
Hefner
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301 Win-a-Date ... Not Such a Bad Idea?
Melissa and Ellen insist that she will not subject herself to any dating contests. Corey and the
male crew all have different motives for wanting to revive the “Win-a-date-with-Melissa”
contest…it all works out when she gets picked up by sexy actor John Abrams.

Catherine Zeta-Jones, Antonio Banderas, Meryl Streep, John Abrams, Deepa Mehta

302 Stranded on Testosterone Island
Melissa relives the horror of Mike wanting her to book Tom
Green on the show with her all-male crew after the car breaks
down in the wilderness.

Jennifer Aniston, Daniel Radcliffe, Katija Pervec, Tom Green

303 Technical Difficulties!
Queen Latifah's movie “Last Holiday” inspires James to take off
on a world-trip to 'find himself'. Melissa is equally fired up, and
finally demands her long postponed holidays.

Steve Austin, L.L. Cool J., Bob Haskins

304 You Win Some, You Lose Some

Win-a-date with Melissa?

Mel fantasizes about life on a tropical island, then goes and books her tropical vacation.
FINALLY ... a long deserved vacation; paid for by the broadcaster. Little does she realize the
crew has been sent along to get “a little work” done...

Heath Ledger, Jake Gyllenhaal, Kate Beckinsale, Pierce Brosnan

305 OLA!
While on a vacation with the crew, Ellen and Melissa enjoy Spanish lessons and put it to use on
Spanish men; the guys find their own fun and Flip, the intern??? He tries to make some money
on the side; filming Melissa with a new sunscreen product ... sorry Flip, “You're fired! ”

Steve Martin, Gerrard Butler, Beyoncé, Kevin Kline

306 No Time Like the Last Minute
The crew decides that the clock IS ticking, and maybe they
should get some work done ... but they're easily lead astray as
Melissa calls for a pool party and more fun! The payment?? Last
minute shooting on the way to the plane!

Jason Biggs, Paul Walker, Julianne Moore, Samuel L. Jackson
The Out There Crew working hard
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307 Fake Punta Cana
When Melissa realizes that FLIP was responsible for the 'vacation shots' (or lack of) she finally
fires him. She is distraught and calls Ellen to help her out. Everyone pulls out all the stops to get
Flip his job back.

Queen Latifah, Ray Romano, John

Leguizamo, Robert Towne

308 The Secret Assistant
Back to work and Melissa has been giving Flip a little
more credit than he deserves. Her office, her
paperwork, her entire life seems more organized than
ever. Unbeknown to Melissa, she's had a new
assistant for days.

Tim Allen, Bruce Willis. Natalie Portman, Jodie
Foster

Melissa with a big fan!

309 Swept Away by Sweeps
Melissa and the crew want the competitive edge during sweeps, and try some strange stunts.
Maybe the show was fine when it was done the old-fashioned way, in bars. When James
returns from his extended trip after “finding himself” the battle of the assistants begins.

Robin Williams, J.J. Abrams, Liev Schreiber, Elijah Wood

310A Calendar Girl Part One
Melissa has had enough with her stalker assistant James. Because of
his jealousy he ruins every interview with a possible rival. Melissa
decides to set him up with a calendar model to put his attention on
someone else but soon finds she misses his annoying ways.

Colin Farrell, Jamie Foxx, Kate Hudson, Matt Dillon, Owen Wilson
Melissa chats with Rachel McAdams

310B Calendar Girl Part Two
In the conclusion Melissa continues to win James back,
which might be hard as he gets even closer with the
calendar model!

Matt Damon, Leonardo DiCaprio, Sigourney Weaver,
Rachel McAdams

Helping a friend pick lingerie.
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311 The Long Road Home
Ron, the music guy arranges a one-on-one interview for Melissa with his good friend legendary
musician Ronnie Hawkins. The whole team comes along for the road trip. They get lost,
eventually arrive, do the interview, and then take the long way home.

Justin Timberlake, Daniel Craig

312 Need for Speed
After returning from the Grand Prix, Melissa realizes
she has a need for speed and goes on the hunt for
something sleek, fast, and with a whole lot of
horsepower!

Cheech Marin, John Ratzenberger, Will Farrell, Cedric
the Entertainer

Down at the racetrack.

313 Four!
Melissa tries to be one of the guys as she joins them at a golf game even though she is
embarrassingly bad at it. Thankfully she’s got some connections, and after using Sandra Bullock’s
golf instructor, she’s back on the green, and ready to go par.

Keanu Reeves, Barry Pepper

314 Men!
Melissa discovers she just doesn’t get men! Whether it’s her
testosterone filled friend Anthony, or the men she dates, and even
stars who walk on the red carpet. The men in Melissa’s life are
definitely from a different planet!
Melissa with Gerard Butler

Gerard Butler, Barenaked Ladies, Tom Green, Bob Hoskins

315 Whatever it Takes
Melissa realizes that she is easily convinced to do whatever it takes to get the job done, then
asks herself the question, is there more to life than life?

Barry Pepper, Robin Williams, Jeff Daniels, J.J. Abrams
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201 Publicity
The Win-a-Date with Melissa DiMarco contest hits the
airwaves and the Lawyer gets involved. Melissa's
Publicist insists on making an easy morning radio
interview into a nightmare, getting yet another camera
to follow her around.

Martin Short

Melissa’s assistant James

202 That’s Hot
Finally, a new intern! She's beautiful and good at her job. Well, until her idol Paris Hilton is
interviewed. Instead of producing the interview, she's focused on more important matters - Is
Paris Hilton wearing Dolce and Gabbana or Chanel? Sometimes getting some help is no help at
all.

Jane Fonda, Sam Rockwell, Don Cheadle, Paris Hilton

203 May the Force Be with You, If Not ... Fake It?
Melissa missed the press preview of “Star Wars, Revenge of the Sith” and needs to get herself
into the opening night but no one at the theater wants to give up their ticket. Will anyone take
pity on Melissa and let her see the film?

George Lucas, Hayden Christensen, Will Ferrell, Jet Li

204 The Mole, Informer, Deep
Throat...You Get the Idea
Everyone's got their informants... their trusted sources that they
turn to for the underground information and the latest buzz,
including Melissa. Loyal…knowledgeable and ... odd!

Nelly, Katie Holmes, Cedric the Entertainer, Christian Bale
A secret phone call.
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205 Anywhere But Here
While shooting on location, the crew loads show
problems on Melissa, and no, they don't want answers
later! Inspired by the film “Bewitched”, Melissa
manages a cute exit, only to discover that the calm life
would probably bore her to death.

Michael Bublé, Tom Cruise, Dakota Fanning, Will
Ferrell

Melissa and her family.

206 Pass the Baby
Melissa is entrusted with the care of her friend’s baby for the
day. Her “Maternal Instincts” reveal themselves in odd ways,
and teach Melissa a little about herself.

Johnny Depp, Jessica Alba, Tim Burton, John Singleton, Michael
Chiklis, Taryn Manning, Ioan Gruffudd

Melissa with the always delightful Johnny Depp

207 The Bark is Bigger than the Bite
Adam and Ellen, with the help of Melissa’s publicist, convince Melissa that she needs to be
interviewed as a star of an upcoming movie she’s in. She played the voice of a female dog. Her
‘inside’ pull gets her on the set of the movie while it is being made, but will the interview be
one for the dogs?

Tim Curry, David Devine, Dean Cain, Jennifer Tilly

208 Bad Press
Melissa spends an afternoon with a newspaper journalist
discussing her work, only to find snide comments regarding
her breasts and looks in the subsequent articles. She takes
it personally and turns to those around her for advice. Only
actor Tom Arnold gets her pain and helps her through it.

Diane Lane, Kelly Preston, Kurt Russell, Tom Arnold

Melissa at the end of her rope.

209 Bumping into Fate—Literally
Everything happens for a reason! Melissa’s running late and almost runs over actor Jamie
Kennedy and while waiting in a bar, actor Eddie Griffin tries to pick her up. What should the
entertainment journalist do? Grab the crew and get the story!

Steve Carell, Heath Ledger, Matt Damon
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210 Everything New is Old Again
Melissa’s team leaves her in charge of securing red carpets and one-on-one interviews at the
Toronto International Film Festival. Through it all, Melissa discovers her life is glamorous but
lacks a certain amount of fulfillment.

Claire Danes, Jake Gyllenhaal, Tim Burton, Deepa Mehta

211 Family Time
Melissa misses time with mom & dad to go to an industry
BBQ... and misses Nonna, her grandmother, while
interviewing Paul Reiser. She then becomes flustered when
her good friend Anthony “steals” her Nonna. The
solution? Family time.

Gwyneth Paltrow, Jake Gyllenhaal, Tim Burton, Deepa

The DiMarco women.

Mehta

212 Musical Chairs
Faced with only one camera and the budget guys demanding that her face is on camera more
often in interviews, Melissa asks renowned director Atom Egoyan to play musical chairs ... and
he humorously agrees.

Cameron Diaz, Orlando Bloom, Kirsten Dunst, Colin Firth, Kevin Bacon, Atom Egoyan

213 F@#* Ball
Melissa is stressed out when young actor Lou Pucci convinces her to swear at him. Flip in turn,
convinces her that all is well, in fact, she's 'hip' – “go back in there and swear at Keanu Reeves!”
Fortunately, Melissa fails at this task, but it haunts her dreams.

Charlize Theron, Lou Pucci, Keanu Reeves, Steve Martin, Claire Danes

214 It’s All About Learning...
Melissa discovers that her work experiences on the
show result in learning big lessons.

Christian Bale, Jennifer Tilly, Tom Arnold, Katie
Holmes, George Lucas, Michael Bublé, Will Ferrell

215 Quotes to Remember
Humorous and odd quotes from noteworthy individuals
guide the audience through the strange…errr, logic of the “Out There with Melissa DiMarco”.

Eddie Griffin, Atom Egoyan, Keanu Reeves, Paul Resier,
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Dean Cain

101 Do It, Do It Again
Melissa DiMarco and team secured interviews on the Red Carpet of a movie premiere but
experience technical difficulties! What does the team do? They tell Melissa to break the rules
and do whatever it takes to get the job done.

Dustin Hoffman, Jennifer Lopez, Richard Gere, Jamie Foxx

102 Rewind
What the audience sees on the average entertainment
journalism program is the glamour; but all is not as it seems.
The Out There team rewinds this episode and lets the world
see what really happens to pull it all together and deliver a
show on time!

Jude Law, Christina Applegate, Peter Bogdanovich, Ben Affleck

Shooting a throw.

103 Too Much Testosterone
Melissa's good friend and writer, Ellen, is out of town, leaving a lot of men. The guys of Out
There sneak women on camera and Melissa feels nearly out of place on her own show!

Salma Hayek, Pierce Brosnan, Renee Zellwegger, Sponge Bob Square Pants

104 Girls Night Out with Colin Farrell
Screen the movie. Do the interview. Simple. But, what
happens when everyone wants to meet the star you're
interviewing? Melissa faces a dilemma - How does she
maintain her journalistic integrity AND please her
girlfriends?

Colin Farrell, Natalie Portman, Kurt Russell, Angelina
Jolie

Lucky Melissa miking up Colin
Farrell

105 Can You Really Ever Go Home Again?
Melissa attends a "dress appropriate" S&M leather show bash, and learns
she isn’t dressed correctly for the occasion! Her Story Producer Adam
is in for a surprise when Melissa puts him on a leash to get them into the
party!
Melissa falls on the red carpet.

Triple H, Jessica Biel
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106 Something Out of Nothing
The world of entertainment journalism is never predictable.
One day the red carpet is as dry as the desert, leaving the
Out There team to scramble for anyone in town; and other
days, the production schedule is so booked someone may
have to be cut…but who?

Jim Carrey, Hilary Swank, Bill Murray, Gerard Butler,

Relaxing in the tub.

Morgan Freeman, Samuel L. Jackson, Scarlett Johansson, Tea
Leoni, Dennis Quad, Adam Sandler

107 Surprise
Melissa discusses promotions with her publicist and then plans to
celebrate a quiet birthday alone. The team has other plans and throws
her a surprise party to remember!

Hilary Swank, Morgan Freeman, Samuel L. Jackson, Bruce Greenwood
A long day of work.

108 Legalistically Speaking
Entertainment journalism is filled with a lot of legal issues. What happens when you have an
amazing show with great interviews with the stars BUT talent releases, location permits, and
footage clearances are missing? The show's lawyer puts a halt to the show until the team
resolves the legal issues and gets it all cleared for broadcast!

Dennis Quaid, Scarlett Johansson, Topher Grace, Laurence Fishburne

109 Wearing Two Hats
Actor, Producer and Journalist…can all of Melissa’s worlds
co-exist? Melissa is at an audition for a movie role and
keeps getting interrupted by phone calls from her office.
How many hats can she wear before they all fall off?

Kevin Smith, Jennifer Tilly, Eva Mendez, Will Smith

110 Sugar Shocked

The red carpet at the Toronto
International Film festival.

Melissa has a venting moment that crosses the line into fantasy, as she dumps her woes on
Willy Wonka. She is quickly faced with reality; not enough sleep and a team filled with sugar
everyone is getting a little bit "Willy Wonky". Melissa is forced to hurry-up-and-wait with just
enough time to change for the next interview, while in a moving vehicle.

Keanu Reeves, Rachel Weisz, Jamie Kennedy, Alan Cumming
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111 I Should Have Been a Lawyer
Melissa gets is disappointed when her interview with Chaz Palminteri becomes a no-show; that
means there is no show. A chance meeting with Tommy Chong in the hotel bar gives her
interview and the next episode.

Uma Thurman, John Travolta, Tommy Chong

112 Head Shots
Image is important in entertainment. Melissa is reminded of this when Linda, her publicist, and
Ellen try to help her with her wardrobe and accessories for an upcoming photo shoot.
Melissa gets a taste of industry gossip when director Mike Binder asks her questions during his
interview; revealing that there are even rumors about Melissa floating around the internet!

Sandra Bullock, Joan Allen, Jennifer Tilly

113 The Show Must Go On
A very sick Melissa pulls herself out of bed, takes some
medicine, and throws on her high heels to interview
Matthew McConaughey. After using the good natured
Texas boy as a human Kleenex he comforts her by
saying, "Everybody has snot sometimes".

Matthew Mc McConaughey, Clive Owen, Rosario
Dawson, Brittany Murphy

Sneezing on McConaughey

114 All In a Day’s Work

Who knows what roadblocks may pop up, or where the detour may take you, but as Melissa
learns, though there may be misunderstandings and miscommunications; in the world of
entertainment journalism, the show must always go on!

Dustin Hoffman, Lily Tomlin, Colin Farrell, Triple H, Matthew, McConaughey, Sponge Bob
Square Pants

115 When There’s a Will
The Out There team takes a look back at some of their favorite
moments.

Tommy Chong, Will Smith, Kevin Smith, Incredible Boris, Mike
Bind
Melissa with Freddie Prinze Jr.
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